NATIONAL

LW-TW
1-1 MARIAH CAREY “Vision Of Love” (COLUMBIA)
2-2 KEITH SWEAT “Make You Sweat” (ELEKTRA)
7-3 BELL BIV DEVOE “Do Me” (MCA)
3-4 EN VOGUE “Hold On” (ATLANTIC)
10-5 JANET JACKSON “Come Back To Me” (A&M)
6-6 LISA STANSFIELD “You Can’t Deny It” (ARISTA)
11-7 SEDUCTION “Could This Be Love” (VENA&M)
14-8 M.C. HAMMER “Have You Seen Her” (CAPITOL)
12-9 SWEET SENSATION “If Wishes Came...” (ATCO)

MOST ADDED

TKA “I Won’t Give Up On You” (TOMMY BOY/WB)
WHISPERS “Innocent” (CAPITOL)
BLACK BOX “Everybody, Everybody” (RCA)
The Adventures Of STEVIE V “Dirty Cash” (MER)
AFTER 7 “Can’t Stop” (VIRGIN)
BROTHER BEYOND “The Girl I Used To Know” (EMI)
CALLOWAY “All The Way” (SOLAR/EPIC)

REGIONAL BREAKOUTS

EAST

BASIC BLACK “She’s Mine” (S.O.N.Y.)
BELL BIV DEVOE “Do Me” (MCA)
CALLOWAY “All The Way” (SOLAR/EPIC)

SOUTH

BASIC BLACK “She’s Mine” (S.O.N.Y.)
The BOYS “Crazy” (MOTOWN)
DOC BOX & B. FRESH “Slow Love” (MOTOWN)
The Adventures Of STEVIE V “Dirty Cash” (MER)

MIDWEST

AFTER 7 “Can’t Stop” (VIRGIN)
CALLOWAY “All The Way” (SOLAR/EPIC)

WEST

LUKE feat./2 Live Crew “Banned In The U.S.A.” (LUKE/ATLANTIC)
AFTER 7 “Can’t Stop” (VIRGIN)
BLACK BOX “Everybody, Everybody” (RCA)
DOC BOX & B. FRESH “Slow Love” (MOTOWN)
MAXI PRIEST “Close To You” (CHARISMA)

WHISPERS “Innocent” (CAPITOL)
TKA “I Won’t Give Up On You” (TB/WARNER BROS)